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Join Indiana Audubon for an assortment of field trips and workshops being offered this summer.  

Visit indianaaudubon.org/events for more information or to register for any of these upcoming late 

summer and early fall activities.  Additional events are listed on our website and many fill early!

OCTOBER 16: Stone Head Fall Sparrows Field Trip, #21in21 series [Nashville]
OCTOBER 21 - NOVEMBER 14: Indiana Dunes Owl Banding Demonstrations 
[Indiana Dunes Visitor Center, Porter]
OCTOBER 23: Muscatatuck Fall Birding Trip, #21in21 series [Seymour]
NOVEMBER 6: Jasper-Pulaski Cranes Field Trip, #21in21 series [Medaryville]
NOVEMBER 20: Late Fall Lakefront Field Trip, #21in21 series [Chesterton]
NOVEMBER 28: Goose Pond Late Fall Raptors Trip, #21in21 series [Linton]

Visit the Indiana Audubon Events Page at WWW.INDIANAAUDUBON.ORG/EVENTS to 
see all the field trips and events now posted for registration.  These trips will fill fast!
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The Indiana DNR has lifted feeder advisories for ALL Indiana counties! 
Which means that Hoosiers can feed the birds again!

Visit the DNR's webpage at bit.ly/INsickwildlife for more information 
and/or to report birds with crusty or swelling eyes or neurological 
oddities. Please take down your feeders if you see a sick bird around 
your yard.

We are STRONGLY urging all Hoosiers to increase their feeder 
cleaning regime! Suet and seed feeders should be cleaned at least 
every 2 weeks, and hummingbird feeders every week. Please scrub 
them and soak in a 10% bleach solution.

In early September, biologists determined bird deaths associated with 
the disease outbreak had significantly declined. The disease event did 
not result in an imminent threat to people, the population of specific 
bird species, or to the overall population of birds in Indiana.

Thank you for helping the birds during this time!

DNR LIFTS FEEDER ADVISORY STATEWIDE

This year marks the 122nd annual Christmas Bird Count.  The Christmas Bird Count (CBC) is a long-
standing program of the National Audubon Society, with over 100 years of community science 
involvement. It is an early-winter bird census, where thousands of volunteers across the U.S., Canada, 
and many countries in the Western Hemisphere go out over a 24-hour period on one calendar day to 
count birds.  

To participate, circles should be registered with the National Audubon as an official count circle, with 
dedicated compiler. While Indiana Audubon doesn’t organize the count, we do try to provide Hoosier 
birders with the full list of active counts and where birders can participate during the entire Christmas 
Count season, December 14-January 5.  

CHRISTMAS BIRD COUNT SE ASON IS COMING!

Compiling a Christmas Bird Count in 2021? Send your count details to 
Brad Bumgardner (bbumgardner@indianaaudubon.org) for inclusion in 
our bird counts page! 

Photo: Evening Grosbeak by Ryan Sanderson

NEW IAS SWAG AVAIL ABLE!

GET YOUR IAS SWAG TODAY AT 
INDIANAAUDUBONSOCIETY.SQUARE.SITE
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DR. KEN BROCK RECEIVES SAGAMORE OF WABASH

Indiana Audubon Society will again be offering two amazing trips into the winter 
northwoods in search of wintering owls and other specialty birds of the northwoods.  
These trips fill fast each year, with waiting lists. 

The first trip will visit the eastern UP of Michigan, where annual Snowy Owl numbers make 
seeing these amazing arctic birds a near certainty, with many years witnessing a dozen or 
more of these giant white owls.  Other specialties often include Bald Eagles, Sharp-tailed 
Grouse, Bohemian Waxwings, Evening Grosbeaks, and Common Redpolls.  This year’s 
Winter UP trip is scheduled for February 4-6, 2022.  

Our second trip is our extended weekend to Duluth at the famous 
Sax-Zim Bog.  The bog is well known for it’s Great-gray and 
Northern Hawk Owls, as well as an assortment of winter finches 
and northwood specialties, such as Canada Jay, Pine Grosbeak, and Boreal Chickadee.  This year’s Winter 
Duluth trip is scheduled for February 18-21, 2022.  

WINTER OWL FIELD TRIPS

JOIN US FOR A WINTER ADVENTURE BY RESERVING YOUR SPOT AT
WWW.INDIANAAUDUBON.ORG/EVENTS

On September 9th, Dr. Kenneth Brock was awarded the prestigious Sagamore of the 
Wabash by Governor Eric Holcomb! Congratulations, Ken!

Dr. Ken Brock is an iconic name in the Indiana birding community, especially in the Indiana 
Dunes and Lake Michigan area. Among his many contributions to ornithological knowledge 
and conservation, Dr. Brock has...

- Spent his lifetime documenting birds across the state, resulting in a database of 3/4 million 
birds

- Authored multiple research papers and publications that highlight bird occurrences in 
Indiana, including his book "Birds of the Indiana Dunes"

- Played a pivotal role in birding tourism, particularly in the Dunes area
- Has served on several committees and advisory roles, where he helped create the Indiana 
Bird Records Committee 

- Was awarded the prestigious Earl Brooks Award from Indiana Audubon for his 
advancement of conservation of natural resources

- And SO much more for Indiana's birds and birders!

We are honored to help nominate Dr. Brock for this award, as he is extremely deserving. Thank you, Ken, for your tireless efforts 
and inspiring many generations of Hoosier bird enthusiasts! 

The Sagamore of the Wabash Award is a personal tribute awarded to a Hoosier who has greatly contributed to our state's heritage. 
It is the highest honor awarded by the Governor of Indiana.

Photos: Great Gray Owl (top right) and Pine Grosbeak (lower lef t) by Shari McCollough
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I grew up in South Bend, Indiana. After high school, I studied 
Biology and Social Ecology at the University of California, 
Irvine before returning home to earn my BSN at Indiana 
University South Bend. I have worked in several areas of 
nursing over the course of my career, but I have found that I 
have a passion for community nursing. I currently work as a 
Registered Nurse in the South Bend public school system. In 
addition to birding, I enjoy live music & dancing, sewing & 
quilting, and traveling to new places. I live with my husband, 
Dru, and our two Cocker Spaniels in St. Joseph County.

Q          TELL US A LITTLE ABOUT YOURSELF. WHERE ARE 
YOU FROM? FAMILY?

Q       WHAT GOT YOU INTERESTED IN BIRDS AND BIRDING?

I always tell people that the Indiana Dunes Birding Festival 
introduced me to birding. And that's true. I had never heard 
of 'birding' or 'lifers' or 'warblers' before that fateful day in 
2015. But the whole truth probably runs a bit deeper than that. 
As a kid, I spent many days at my grandparent's house looking 
out of their kitchen windows to where my grandpa set up his 
bird feeders. I was captivated as the tall tube feeder full of 
tiny black seeds seated a little yellow bird on each of its many 
perches. The high-contrast bright yellow and black feathers of 
the male American Goldfinch coupled with the sheer number 
of birds gathered there in one spot was a strikingly beautiful 
sight to see. My grandpa must have recognized the birder in 
me long before I did. At some point in time, he gave me his 
personal copy of Birds of North America: A Guide To Field 
Identification published by Golden Press in 1966. Grandpa 
even earmarked the page where the American Goldfinch can 
be found. I treasure that book and the fond memories of my 
grandpa and our shared love of nature and animals. 

I want to go everywhere!! But my current dream 
destination is East Africa. In addition to experiencing 
new landscapes and cultures, I would love to see the 
Rollers and Bee-eaters (and the other 1000 species)!     

Q       ADVICE TO NEW BIRDERS GETTING INTO THE HOBBY?

One thing that I love about birding is that it is whatever you 
want it to be. Literally the only thing you have to do is care 
about the birds.Then you can decide whether you just want 
to take the time to notice the birds around you while you 
take a walk as a way to practice daily mindfulness and stress 
reduction. Or maybe you want to learn to identify many species 
of birds and contribute to citizen science projects. Or maybe 
you want to make birding a game of listing all the species 
you can find in your yard, your state, or the world. A pair of 
binoculars and a reputable field guide is a great place to start, 
but I personally find that there is no better way to learn about 
birds than to actually go out into the field and observe them.

meet a
MEMBER

K R I S T E N  S W E I N H A R T

Q       WHAT'S YOUR DREAM BIRDING DESTINATION AND 
WHY? 

Q       YOU SERVE ON THE IAS BOARD OF DIRECTORS. TELL 
US A FEW THINGS YOU'VE BEEN ACTIVE WITH IN IAS 
(PROJECTS, INITIATIVES, ETC.)

My active involvement in the organization began a few 
years ago when I wanted to give back to the event that 
introduced me to the world of birding and I volunteered a 
few hours of my time to the Indiana Dunes Birding Festival. 
I joined the IAS Board of Directors in January 2020. I have 
served on several committees including the IDBF Committee 
where I have coordinated the Migration Marketplace 
vendor tent as well as the silent auction fundraiser for the 
IDBF Stewardship Fund. I also currently chair the Diversity 
& Inclusion Committee. I have traveled with IAS to the 
amazing birding locations of Costa Rica and Cuba. And 
I’m looking forward to the trip to Ecuador in 2022. 
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A SUMMER OF

WHIP-
POOR-
WILLS BY: LIBBY KE YES & 

BR AD BUMGARDNER
Often catching as much in our imaginations as much as the bugs and 
moths they eat, Whip-poor-wills and their vociferous nocturnal mnemonics 
bring back memories for many of us, as recent sightings have been on the 
decline.  The habitats still hosting these amazing birds are truly gems in our 
state.  Most birders will only hear them, but if you see this loud bird, it’s only the 
size of a robin, but has a mouth large enough to swallow the biggest moths whole.  

In 2021, Indiana Audubon began a breeding a project to examine the breeding and 
disbursement of Eastern Whip-poor-wills in the Indiana Dunes.  In Indiana, whip-poor-wills are 
considered species of special concern.  Across its range, Whip-poor-wills have declined 60% in 45 years.  Their nocturnal behavior, 
and decreasing availability makes it difficult to study. Aside from a southern Indiana population spread out among state and 
national forests, an outpost population exists in the Indiana Dunes. 
Beginning this spring, the Indiana Dunes Whip-poor-will project began tracking arriving males that sought to claim a stake in the 
wooded dunes savannas.  The projects main goals include:

When do Whip-poor-wills arrive and depart the breeding grounds.  
Individual disbursement among different dunes habitats. 

Where does NWI population stopover and winter? 

The 2021 Whip-poor-will banding season got off to a rocky start. Some continued pandemic restrictions, delayed permits and 
equipment, and a still unidentified disease affecting the eastern bird population delayed the field season at every turn, pushing 
banding back from the ideal spring season of May to the end of July. We were finally able to begin nocturnal banding operations 
on July 14th, in both the Indiana Dunes State and National Parks. At this point in the year, birds are no longer defending territories 
and aren’t as responsive to capture techniques like playbacks, but after 6 days we were able to capture our first bird, a second-
year male Eastern Whip-poor-will. As an older individual, we were also able to place our first CTT Lifetag, which will be used to 
determine local movements, migration timing, and potential stopover and wintering locations as the tiny solar-powered transmitter 
communicates with any MOTUS towers within range of the bird. 

We hope to add at least 4 more birds to our tagged population by the end of this season, or potentially continue in the spring when 
birds are much more responsive given the setbacks experienced this year. In such an unexplored and quickly declining species, 
even a small number of tags can provide important and useful data. Even this single bird gave us some useful insights that I was 
unable to determine through research or discussion with other banders: their feathers fluoresce! In other nocturnal species like owls, 
fluorescing pigments in feathers can be useful in aging birds. Even this small discovery could be useful for aging more difficult birds. 
Working with living animals is never straightforward, but small successes and potential discoveries more than make up for setbacks 
and late nights of banding. 

Some pigments in feathers fluoresce, and over time these pigments are degraded by UV rays from the sun. Birds molt their feathers 
in predictable patterns, which mean we can age them if we understand and can identify these patterns. In these pictures, you can 
see older feathers from the previous year as a dull brown, and new feathers that were grown this year fluorescing under a small 
blacklight as orange and pink. By identifying the patterns of these fluorescing feathers, we were able to age this bird as a second 
year bird, meaning it hatched last year in 2020. Unlike many other passerines, Whip-poor-wills can be aged to a third year, but it can 
be difficult to identify third year feather patterns. Using UV blacklights has the potential to shed some light on these patterns and 
improve our ability to better age birds.

Funding for the Indiana Audubon Indiana Dunes Whip-poor-will Project comes from the Efroymson Family Fund.  Learn more at tinyurl.com/yk68uzb5

Want to receive research updates?
Email Libby Keyes at libby.inthefield@gmail.com

CARDINAL | INDIANA AUDUBON SOCIETY5



PROJECT OWLNET
THE 13TH SE ASON OF NORTH SAW-WHET OWL 

BANDING AT THE INDIANA DUNES BEGINS

BANDING DEMONSTRATIONS
OCTOBER 21-24 AT 7PM

OCTOBER 28-31 AT 7PM

NOVEMBER 4-6 AT 7PM

NOVEMBER 11-13 AT 6PM

BEHIND THE SCENES NIGHTS
OCTOBER 28-30 AT 5:30PM

NOVEMBER 4-6 AT 5:15PM

Burn the midnight oil with the Indiana Audubon, in partnership with the Indiana 
Dunes National and State Park and Indiana Dunes Tourism as they bring the 13th 
season of saw-whet owl banding to the Indiana Dunes. Visitors can learn about 
Indiana’s smallest owl in this up-close and personal experience at the Indiana Dunes 
Visitor Center beginning October 21st on select nights through November 14th.

Programs occur each at 7pm CT (6pm beginning November 11). Participants will get 
the chance to see captured owls being banded outdoors at the banding field station 
during hourly checks. Participants can stay as long as they like, as volunteers do a 
minimum of three checks each night. Nightly programs are weather dependent and do not operate when rainy or high 
winds.

The Indiana Dunes Visitor Center is located at 1215 North State Road 49, about one mile north of I-94 in Chesterton. All 
times are Central (Chicago) Time. All banding will take place outside the Visitor Center. Participants should bring a lawn 
chair, dress for cooler weather, and bring any snacks or drinks. A campfire may be available most nights.

RESERVE YOUR SPOT TO SEE THE ADORABLE NORTHERN 
SAW-WHET OWLS AT

WWW.INDIANAAUDUBON.ORG/EVENTS

OCT - NOV 2021 6



HEARING IS

Having grown up birding in the Midwest, spring migration has 
always had a bit of magic to it and has been woven into the 
fabric of my year. When I was a young birder, as the cold, gray 
southern Ohio winter melted into longer, warmer days, the 
first few northbound migrants started to arrive, triggering 
excitement for trips to the Lake Erie shore during the peak of 
migration. Though it was only a few hours away from home, 
by comparison the birding seemed magnitudes better - trees 
dripping with warblers, wetlands full of marsh birds, mudflats 
packed with shorebirds. Even though I lived almost directly 
south, the bulk of migration seemed to be inaccessibly 
teleporting right over me. This was further reinforced by 
NEXRAD radar - visual proof that thousands of birds were 
passing over my neighborhood every night in the spring! That 
sense lingers today; as nearby migrant traps teem with activity, 
I am lucky to pull even a few species each season just blocks 
away in my own yard.

I’m fortunate to live in an area with great nearby birding, but 
I have long wanted to capture exactly what I knew had to be 
passing over my roof and sharing my yard. This past spring, 
after years of curiosity, I decided to take the plunge into 
nocturnal migration recording. As birds migrate at night, they 
call frequently. These calls can be heard from ground and, with 
practice, readily identified. A good night may net hundreds of 
individual birds, sometimes comprising dozens of species. For 
the timid, do not worry; I am technologically and electronically 
inept, but quickly have been able to learn to reliably document 

“my” nighttime yard birds, with results that continually surprise 
me.  While initially intimidating, I think this growing niche in 
birding can be accessible to all birders.  Further, though I may 
not be seeing or hearing these birds in real time, I have found 
that capturing these records has been fascinating, and often 

matches the excitement of finding great birds in the field.

After contemplating recording for months, I decided to go 
“all in,” purchasing an “Old Bird 21c” setup. This directional 
microphone is created by Bill Evans, a New York birder who 
has been capturing recordings for decades. I secured my 
microphone in a white three-gallon bucket, weighted down 
with a bit of concrete to keep it in place during the spring winds, 
and placed it on a ledge outside my bedroom window. The 
microphone plugs into an audio recorder, capturing a constant 
stream of overhead activity, saved to an SM card for later 
review.  Sometimes, I’ll play the previous night’s recording in 
my headphones while doing other work (I’m actually listening to 
fall migrants as I write!), stopping as I note unusual or unknown 
calls and tallying the more common. More often, I scan the 
recordings using a computer program that displays the files as 
a spectrogram ( a visual representation of the audio captures), 
allowing me to quickly scan through the night noise (or lack 
thereof) and focus in on the small “tseets,” “zeets,” and other 
calls as birds pass overhead.

My first several attempts 
were admittedly not my 
best; taken in late March, 
migration was a bit slower, 
sometimes with only a 
half dozen calls captured 
overnight. My equipment 
needed some tweaking - I adjusted 
levels and filters and even toyed with 
soundproofing foam to try to reduce 
noise from passing cars. This paid off, as 
large flocks of late winter gulls overhead proved I was capturing 
something, followed by my first overnight Fox Sparrows and 
Golden-crowned Kinglets. Then, near dawn on March 23, I 
picked out a call I knew was different - an abrupt, rapid rattling 
cutting through an otherwise quiet night. I replayed the call and 

This past year, I have learned that, when it comes to bird activity, I have quite the backyard. Like many birders, I keep a yard list - 
while I track my own ABA and county records, there is an extra thrill when anything other than the typical “backyard birds” visits my 

little patch. The COVID pandemic has allowed me to pay even closer attention to avian comings and goings, and over the course 
of 2021, my yard list has ballooned from 80 to more than 125 total species!  While I make an effort to plant native plants to increase 

my yard's appeal, I cannot credit any quarantine “bird-scaping” projects for this spike in activity. I do have two birdbaths, but 
neither hosted the flocks of Gadwall, Teal, or Trumpeter Swan I added this spring. I have planted a few species of native grasses, 
but they are not responsible for the longspurs, Bobolink or Dickcissel tallied.  And as much as I would love to boast waterfront 

property, none of the more than a dozen shorebird species I documented this spring were on any shoreline. This backyard 
“explosion” can be credited entirely to listening, with a microphone just outside my bedroom window, tuned in to nighttime 

migrants streaming overhead.

DOCUMENTING 
NOCTURNAL 

MIGRATION 
OVERHEAD FROM HOME

BY: SAM CORBO

CARDINAL | INDIANA AUDUBON SOCIETY

B E L I E V I N G

SAM'S HOME 
RECORDING 
SETUP
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zoomed in on the spectrogram, comparing reference calls to 
confirm my first “new” yard bird - Lapland Longspur! Though 
they occur in the winter in my region, it is a bird I am certain 
I will never see in my small city yard. After that night, I was 
hooked!

If you are interested in giving this a try, the first step is to gather 
recordings. Your setup can be quite variable. The “Old Bird” 
microphone captures great recordings, and for a less-than-
savvy amateur like myself, was relatively easy to set up. There 
are more advanced commercial recorders, often used by field 
scientists, though these tend to be much more expensive. On 
the other end of the spectrum, an old smartphone pointed 
towards the night sky and set in a flowerpot can be surprisingly 
successful. Looking toward the future, the anticipated arrival 
of the “Terra Project” (see https://www.terralistens.com/) may 
create even more momentum, with the potential of expanded 
social networking and even automated identification in the 
hands of the backyard naturalist. Nocturnal migration recording 
is much more accessible than one might first expect. Once set 
up, the fun begins. Some listen live; while slow nights can be 
quite boring, during the peak of migration, it is not unusual 
to hear calls every few seconds as birds stream over. More 
commonly, these recordings are reviewed days, weeks, or 
even months later. While it is certainly exciting to “keep pace” 
during the spring, I found it just as fun to extend my migration 
experience into the dog days of summer, scouring recordings 
captured in mid-May in hopes of finding new species. In the 
future, the review process may become even easier. As is 
commonly the case in birdwatching, the tricks and tools of 
the expert ornithologist blend with those of the hobbyist, and 
automated computer review programs are currently being 
developed, tested, and utilized.

The easiest way to review your recordings is to pull them 
onto a computer program that displays the recordings as a 
spectrogram. Many “NocMig” enthusiasts use Audacity, which 
is a free download. Once displayed, it is relatively easy to 
quickly scroll through the night’s file and pick out the brief 
outbursts for closer evaluation and identification.  Often times, 
calls are readily identifiable immediately upon listening - I 
had no doubts when my first “new” shorebird, a Wilson’s 
Snipe, “scaiped” through my headphones. Other identifications 
are much more difficult, but spectrogram “field marks” can 
be very helpful in discerning between calls that, upon initial 
review, sound almost identical. Fortunately, there are plenty of 
accessible resources, including a very active and welcoming 
Facebook group called “Nocturnal Flight Calls” to help navigate 
ID challenges.

While certainly a different experience than raising binoculars 
to lock onto a bird, I have found listening to these recordings 
to be, in many ways, just as exciting. While I feel quite 
comfortable with the bird songs in my area, learning flight calls 
has presented an entirely new challenge, almost like learning a 
new language. Over the course of this year, I have slowly added 
these call notes to my repertoire; some birds will occasionally 
use these calls during the daytime, and I have found that 
listening to these recordings has made me a better field birder. 

Further, these more common calls have illustrated just how 
magnificent migration is; while I may see a Swainson’s Thrush in 
my yard once or twice a year, I have had several nights where I 
can conservatively count more than 100 calling on my recorder. 
The park a few blocks west of my home hosts a few Green 
Herons, and I have assumed that, at some point, I will finally see 
one winging over. However, recording has shown me that not 
only are Green Herons flying over almost nightly, but Black-
crowned Night Herons are quite regular, and even bitterns are 
entering my airspace routinely! These recordings have revealed 
many layers of bird activity in my immediate neighborhood.
Without question, the most exciting part of listening to 
these recordings has been the unexpected finds. While I 
did anticipate a few surprises, I did not expect how regular 
they would be. With no real limitations based on habitat, it is 
apparent that I can expect nearly anything that uses my area 
as a migration corridor to pop up. Waterfowl have been quite 
regular, and with thirteen different species, my yard is one of 
the leading shorebird “hotspots” in the area. Marsh birds are 
also surprisingly common, with multiple Virginia Rails and Soras, 
both bittern species, and several winnowing snipe. Rarities 
have also made an appearance. Incredibly, my yard was the 
only location in the county to record a Whimbrel this spring. A 
Smith’s Longspur heard overhead would represent only the 
second county record ever, pending Wisconsin Bird Record 
Committee review. And as with any birding experience, there 
are always the “what-ifs,” led by a few quick grunts captured 
one night that, in my opinion (and those of a few “NocMig” 
veterans polled), may have been a King Rail.

 Looking back, my foray into 
nocturnal migration has been, at 
minimum, an adventure. While I have 
always appreciated the magic of migration, 
it has been amplified as I experienced 
both the magnitude and diversity passing 
just over my bedroom window this past 
year. From the  nearly constant stream of 
thrushes overhead, to the unexpected 
regional rarities that have appeared, it has 
been a reminder of the stunning number 
of birds that share my neighborhood, even 
if only briefly. Undoubtedly, “listening in” to 
the skies above me will become just as much 
a part of my migration experience as awaiting 
the first Red-winged Blackbirds, checking weather 
forecasts for favorable winds, and stepping foot into my 
favorite patches in the early morning to see what the overnight 
movement has delivered. If you’ve been wondering about what 
is passing over your own roof, give it a go! It is easier to get 
started than one might expect, and I have found that it has 
made me into a better and more aware birder, and has been 
quite rewarding.

Photos: Lapland Longspur (top lef t) and Swainson's Thrush (bottom right) by Ryan Sanderson OCT - NOV 2021

SPECTROGRAM WITH VEERY AND SWAINSON'S & GRAY CHEEKED THRUSH
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Taking time to reflect on how we have been influenced by the 
Mary Gray Bird Sanctuary (MGBS) conjures many milestones 
for both the property and ourselves.  This process compares 
to reflecting on a lifetime of unidentified birds and trying, once 
again, to identify them.  Habitat, season, size, flight, color (or 
lack thereof), song - all considerations of past experiences that 
create an image of identity for the bird of the moment and 
build scaffolding for identifying those of the future.  The point 
is, there are so many attributes of residing at Mary Gray it is 
difficult to pick specific identifiers of our growth while living 
here, and undoubtedly there will be key identifiers omitted 
during this reflection.  

 We were taking a walk at Mary Gray one fall morning 
in 2005, when Tim Keller (Resident Manager with his spouse, 
Pamela) walked out of the lower prairie while taking pictures 
of nesting Chipping Sparrows.  He knew Carl had been a past 
Caretaker and Resident Manager of Mary Gray from 1980-1994, 
and he invited us to consider applying to return to Mary Gray 
with the impending departure of Alan and Deanna (Barricklow) 
Wade.  The timing was spectacular.  We had just sold our home 
in Connersville and were assessing potential locations.  We 
moved into the #2 residence at MGBS in December of 2005, 
amid a 15” snowfall.

 Several significant improvements had been made on 
the property since Carl had left in 1994.  Prior to 1994, one 
building had been painted every summer as part of an annual 
rotation.  Painting the peak of the barn while atop a rather 
wobbly ladder was not a relished memory; neither was painting 
the metal roof atop the barn!  However, upon our return, we 

discovered all of the buildings had siding!  It compares to 

strolling on the boardwalks at Black or Corkscrew Swamp vs. 
wearing waders to cover the same course.

 Carl reflects on listening to Denzel Barricklow (Resident 
Manager of Mary Gray from 1963-1992) comment on Edna 
Banta’s use of a push mower to maintain the open areas in 
the 1950s.  Edna would have been envious of the Cub Cadet 
riding mowers that we used in the 60s, 70s, and 80s.  In 2005, a 
professional-grade 60” zero-turn mower was placed into service 
which was phenomenal.  It is still in use today and has been 
joined by a second one!

 The maintenance shed was also a significant sign of 
progress.  The previous three-sided shelter had been replaced 
with the enclosed shed that now provides substantial shelter for 
work and storage.  Parked inside was a 1997 Ford tractor with a 
hydraulic system and front loader, which had replaced the 1947 
Ford 8-N that required tender care almost every time it was 
started.  Today, MGBS proudly sports a 2018 4WD Kubota!  

 We should not forget the most recent workhorses of 
MGBS: the ATVs.  Prior to having these all-terrain vehicles, tools 
and workers were transported to worksites by the tractor, whose 
bucking-bronco ride tough on the terrain as well as the operator.  
If a tool got left behind at the maintenance shed, the return trip 
was slow and unpleasant.  With the ATVs, access was enhanced 
and the terrain was better preserved.  We cannot imagine 
maintenance chores without these tools that we now consider 
essential.  

 These reflections on the physical improvements 
are provided as perspective for those in IAS who have no 
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recollections of Mary Gray’s growth over the years.  There have 
been significant changes in Mary Gray’s finances, as well.
 The IAS Board of Directors wanted Mary Gray to be 
financially independent of IAS.  Membership dues were not to 
include funds for the operation of MGBS - a tradition that still 
holds true today.  This led to the Grays including the Canal 
House (a historical building in Connersville, which was the 
original headquarters of the Whitewater Canal).  IAS sold the 
Canal House, thus providing the start of the MGBS Endowment.  
Over the past 16 years, the Endowment has seen spectacular 
growth due to generous gifts and thriving investment returns.  
In 2005, the balance was less than $500,000, but in 2021 it is 
approaching $2,000,000.  This financial fact is a consideration 
in our decision to leave Mary Gray.  The resident positions 
had been what we considered essentially volunteer positions.  
We recognize the efforts needed to operate and care for the 
property surpass the stated work requirement of 15 hours 
per week.  While we average 30+ hours a week, it is time 
for (and the Endowment can support) a salaried position at 
MGBS.  Hopefully this change will also be supported by IAS 
members.  There are few people who recognize the effort 
required to maintain the property – an indicator of this is the 
fact that since we came to Mary Gray in 2005, five families have 
passed through the first residence.  We must also mention 
the tremendous support Mary Gray residents receive from 
visitors, and especially prior and current members of the MGBS 
Committee who have helped us out in so many ways.

 Our comments so far have not been particularly 
personal.  Residing at MGBS for any length of time impacts 
personal connections with nature and ecology.  Another huge 
impact has been the people we have met during our tenure 
here.  We are not even going to attempt to name all of those 
who have played roles in our growth, but we believe that 99% of 
the folks we interact with at MGBS recognize and appreciate the 
importance of the gift that the Gray family bestowed on local 
and global ecology.  Everyone from school children, parents and 
scouts to members of our senior community have expressed 
their support for the mission of IAS and have encouraged us to 
push forward.  Without such support, the building maintenance, 
office work, and groundskeeping tasks would have rapidly 
become oppressive.  While Mary Gray is not a hot spot for 
amassing large species tallies in a single day, its habitat and 
importance in supporting migrating and resident species of 
plants and animals cannot be denied.  We have lived in a very 
special place and will forever carry special memories with us.  
Believe us when we lament leaving so many treasured aspects of 
being residents of Mary Gray.

When we met in 1999, Amy knew the identity of only a few birds.  
But after one year, she was intrigued by the lure of birding and 
attended an active banding station near Oxford, OH.   The first 
bird she observed in hand was an American Woodcock.  She 
was moved to tears and came home with a new mission – to 
become a master bander of songbirds.  She then experienced 
banding Ruby-throated Hummingbirds, then Northern Saw-whet 
owls.  The dominos had started to fall, and I was totally thrilled 
to support her newfound passions.  Her rapid growth with bird 

identification was tempered by brilliant and humble birders who 
possess the ability to educate, rather than humiliate, novices.  
Anyone who has associated with superb birders like Alan Bruner 
appreciate the powerful influence they subtlety possess.  This is 
a skill that Amy shares today.  She does express impatience with 
me at times, but that may be payback for the days (long past) 
when my identification skills surpassed hers!

We recently provided a banding demonstration at the Gardens 
of Newfields in Indianapolis.  The grounds are immaculate 
formal gardens.  Carl commented to a grounds-keeper that 
he appreciated the work it took to maintain the property.  The 
worker stopped what he was doing.  They discussed how 
folks readily become accustomed to the Newfields grounds 
being picturesque.  Seasonal garden installations seemed to 
just appear to the visitors.  The worker thanked Carl for the 
comment and returned to work.  Later, Carl relayed this brief 
discussion to the Grounds Manager.  The manager sighed and 
admitted that as the person responsible for the property’s 
care, he too often focused on what needed to be done rather 
than recognizing what had been done.  Carl laughed and said, 

“Amen to that!”  It is a challenge for Carl to walk Mary Gray and 
see the beauty before him.  
He sees the invasive plant, 
weakening bridge, trails in 
need of terraced steps or 
rerouting.  The old saying 

“not being able to see 
the forest for the trees” 
applies quite literally 
here.  But, having been to 
parks where the invasive 
plant issues are much 
greater than at Mary 
Gray has inspired Carl’s 
obsession.  Mary Gray 
will need the assistance 
of many hands in 
the future to help 
protect the property's 
biodiversity.

AMY

SINCERELY, 
CARL & AMY WILMS 

OCT - NOV 2021

CARL
INDIANA AUDUBON IS GR ATEFUL FOR 

THE WILMS TREMENDOUS SUPPORT AND 
EFFORTS, BOTH AT THE SANCTUARY AND 

WITH THE ORGANIZ ATION IN GENER AL

WE WISH THEM THE BEST OF LUCK 
ON THEIR NEW ADVENTURES!
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